
Communication Board:

Check-In Speaking Up General Vocabulary

I feel 
awesome

group
agreementyes name tag

I can... I am...I’m part of...

consentI agree

I disagree

yes, but...

something 
else can you 

help me?

I’m going to 
take a break

it’s my body, I 
decide what’s 
right for me

I have  
something to 

add 

same

differentno
I feel good

I’m ok

I need to talk 
privately

uncomfortable 
with this topic

I don’t 
understand

I didn’t 
hear that

I can’t  
participate 

today

?
?

HELLO

Generic
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Lesson Terms & Vocabulary

Communication Board:

consent

my name is...

group 
agreement

name tag

HELLO

ice breaker

I like what
you’re saying

I love what
you’re saying

I TOTALLY
love what 

you’re saying

I don’t like what
you’re saying

I really don’t  
like what  

you’re saying

I TOTALLY don’t  
like what  

you’re saying

Lesson 1: Getting Started

sexual self- 
advocacy

sexuality healthy

safe

confidential

relationship
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Lesson Terms & Vocabulary

Communication Board:

consent
group

agreement name tag

HELLO

gender

expression

identity

pronoun she he they characteristic

expectation

girl
woman
female

boy
man
male non-binary transgender

speak up for 
yourself wearing

doing

hormones

puberty bully feel date

Lesson 2: Gender Identity & Expression
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Communication Board:

Lesson Terms & Vocabulary

consent

feelings
emotions

trust respect freely handshake

love thoughts

circle

sweetheart

family

partner
helping  

professional strangerfriend co-workerrelationship acquaintance

high fivefist bumptouch

desire dreams hug kiss pat on back

Lesson 3: Different Types of Relationships
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Lesson Terms & Vocabulary
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expressing 
feelings

pressure

intimate

special 
connection

a person’s  
personality

wanting to be 
just with that 

person

sexual

feeling 
interested

friendship 
plus more

getting to 
know each 

other becoming a 
couple

consent

how someone 
makes 
me feel

sexual 
feelings

how someone 
looks extra feelings

special  
names or  

things we do 
together

relationships

romantic crushattraction

threatslies

X
force begging resist support

girlfriendboyfriendsweetheartpartner friendship

Lesson 8: Moving From Friend to Partner/Sweetheart

+
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Lesson Terms & Vocabulary
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sexual parts

sex

hair

vagina

sexual 
feelings

penis

transgender

buttocks

elbow

breasts

slang 
nickname

consent

vaginal
lubrication

vulva

erection body

scrotum

puberty

arm headejaculation

woman 
girl

gender 
identitygender

man
boy

a person with 
female sexual

parts

a person with 
male sexual 

parts

menstruationovulationspermgrowth intersexual

Lesson 13: Body Parts
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Lesson Terms & Vocabulary

Communication Board: Lesson 15: Sexual Feelings, Attraction and Acts

be sexual 
with another 

person

family 
member

sexual 
feelings
“horny”

“turned on”

sexual parts

feels good for
both people

child

sex toys

holding hands

support 
person

“jerking off”
“whacking off”
“spanking the 

monkey”

putting mouth
on sexual 

parts

sexually 
transmitted 

infection 
(STI)

orgasm

penis in  
vagina
sexual 

intercourse
“vaginal sex”

birth control

penis in anus 
intercourse
“anal sex”

condom

consent

private

kissing and 
hugging

teacher

touch rub

deep kissing

partner who
doesn’t want to

puberty

videos messyStare

uncomfortable

sex
choice

decision embarrassed
ignore 

feelings

keep feelings
private

normalhomosexual
“gay”

“lesbian”
heterosexual

“straight”gender
masturbate

self-pleasure
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